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The SAND-E Project

Permitting

Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) and automated terrain analysis for science and navigation are new tech-
nologies for planetary exploration. The Mars Helicopter has �own with the Mars2020 rover, the Dragon�y 
quadcopter will explore Titan, and Soil Properties and Object Classi�cation (SPOC) software has been de-
veloped for path planning and navigation on planetary rovers. The SAND-E project examines how these 
technologies are used in science operations while exploring scienti�c questions about the physical and 
chemical processes that a�ect basaltic glacial, �uvial, and eolian sediments in a Mars analog environment. 

Do automated terrain classi�cation and UAS data improve scientif-
ic return?

How do automated terrain classi�cation and UAS data integrate 
into existing rover operation work�ows?

Six Scenarios
1. MSL-like rover operation

2. Rover with Autonomous Soil As-
sessment System (ASAS)
3. ‘Walkabout’ 
4. Rover with UAS - area restricted
to 40 m x 60 m
5. Rover with UAS - area of entire
�eld area and ASAS
6. Field geologists walking approxi-
mate strategic path

- Strategic drive selected by the team.
- Per Scenario - 5 stops and 5 drives
- Field data returned to scientists
- VNIR (2-5 targets)
- XRF (2 targets)
- Microimager (2 targets)

- Samples collected for post �eld anal-
ysis

Field OperationsSite selection critera - science:
- Catchment with volcanic bedrock
- Sediments have glacial, �uvial and eolian origins
- Sediments have a diversity of mineralogies (amorphous v. crystal-
line)
- Accessibility proximal to source area and along the �uvial system
downstream

Site selection criteria - engineering:
- Rover and �eld control center accessibility
- terrain diversity (for testing autonomy)
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Permits were acquired for:
1. Exporting samples collected in the �eld - 150 kg costs ~$500 USD.
2. Bringing an instrument that produces radiation into the country - hXRF.
3. Driving o� road - No formal permit is provided, but o�-road driving is permitted for research if abso-
lutely necessary and we were provided a letter stating this. Outside of the Parks no monitoring was re-
quired.
4. Operating inside national parks. The park is very willing to work with researchers and will go through
your request individually. They are very sensitive to o� trail/road operations. We negotiated sites to drive
the rover. Their concerns are damage to environment and tourists seeing o�road driving and beliving it is
OK. The park charges $100/hr for a park employee to monitor rover driving o�-road.
5. Drone �ights. Drones are registered via a national website. No other permit is required outside of the
parks. The park requires a permit and requests drone �ights occur in the mornings before tourists are
present.
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(left) Example of target selection 
using rover images. Red dots indicate 
remote sensing targets using VNIR. 
Yellow dots indicate hXRF targets 
and sample collection targets. 

(right) Work�ow of post-SAND-E 
sample analysis. Samples were split 
and distributed to di�erent teams 
with particular expertise. 

Lessons learned
- Our operational readiness test (ORT) was essential to success. Even with that week long deployment in Canada,
it took several days to work out the operational kinks in Iceland.
- Data management is challenging and requires a robust collection and management system.  Some of this is
worked out only after operation begins. We would recommend sta�ng a full-time data managment specialist to
ingest and organize a database.
- Operations assessment requires signi�cant input from cognitive behavioral scientists. We would recommend
sta�ng multiple cognitive scientists to develop questionaires and observe operations.
- For long-term deployments, consider that senior sta� typically cannot deploy for multiple weeks. Strategies
must be developed to maximize senior sta� expertise on site or consider remote operations. Oversta� on post-
docs, graduates, and undergraduates.
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